BATTLE OF CHIDAMBARAM
in collecting their scattered forces and homeless subjects on the
may dan of Silambar* where they met with a sudden attack.
In the meantime two bodies of troops despatched from Natthar-
nagar under the leadership of Ghazanfar All Khan and
Muhammad Abrar Khan, also appeared on the field and joined
the attacking forces. The war trumpets were blown and the
enemy got worsted even in the first charge. Shisha Raw, 2 the
bakhshl of Husayn Dost Khan was slain, and his head was
trodden under the feet of horses. The two defeated Khans ran
towards Phulcheri crestfallen.
 (1)	Silambar is Chidambaram with its great temple fortified to serve as a
fortress.   It is situated a few miles north of the Coleroon near its mouth.
 (2)	Sesba   Rao is   mentioned, in  the D iary of Anand a Rang a Pillai, as
a great jamaUar of horse.   He attempted to take possession of a portion of
the Trichinopoly country during the advance of Chanda Sahib on Tanjore.
The following is the account given by Ananda  Ranga   Pillai:    "Before
nine o'clock on 4th of March 1750, the Mahrattas under Murari Rao and other
sarddrs surrounded the place with ten or twelve  horse.   A  thousand of His
Highness Chanda Sahib's horse were camped by Nagacheri, in Chidambaram,
with Gopalanarayanappa Ayyan.    When they were passing by Nandimanga-
lam-Mulamedukkuchevai on their way southwards to join their master at
Mayavaram, the Mahrattas surrounded them, captured  some of the horses,
wounded Gopalanarayanappan in the hand, and carried him away with the
elephant he was on.    Some of the horsemen entered  their  bounds;  and on
this pretext, they plundered the town and  caused , disturbances.   Thereupon
His Highness Muhammad TChan Sahib fired all the  guns in'the fort.   Then
harkars came from Murari  Rao and they bargained for a sum of  10,000
rupees.  Soon after mid-day on Thursday, Sesha Rao and Shaykh Muhammad
Sharif marched from Cholamandalam with 2,000 horse supported by a body
of sepoys and crossed the Vallam ford.   But the Mahrattas encountered and
attacked them near the old Coleroon to the south  of   Chidambaram.   Sesha
Rao fought bravely but  was shot dead"   (Ananda Ranga PillaPs  Diary:
Vol. VI, p. 377).
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